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Abstract

We have previously demonstrated that reduced-exertion high-intensity interval training (REHIT) is a genuinely time-efficient exercise strategy for improving cardiometabolic health. Here, we examined the affective and perceptual responses to REHIT. Eight young men and women (age 21±1 y, BMI 24.9±2.1 m/kg², VO₂max 39±10 ml/kg/min) and 11 men with type 2 diabetes (T2D; age 52±6 y, BMI 29.7±3.1 m/kg², VO₂max 29±5 ml/kg/min) took part in three-arm crossover trials with RPE and affective valence measured during, and enjoyment and exercise preferences measured following either: 1) REHIT (2x20-s sprints in a 10-min exercise session), 2) HIIT (10x1-min efforts) and 3) 30 min MICT. Furthermore, 19 young men and women (age 25±6 y, BMI 24±4 m/kg², VO₂max 34±8 ml/kg/min) completed a 6-week REHIT intervention with affective valence during an acute REHIT session measured before and after training. Affect decreases (briefly) during REHIT, but recovers rapidly, and the decline is not significantly different when compared to MICT or HIIT in either healthy participants or T2D patients. Young sedentary participants reported similar levels of enjoyment for REHIT, MICT and HIIT, but 7 out of 8 had a preference for REHIT. Conversely, T2D patients tended to report lower levels of enjoyment with REHIT compared with MICT. The decrease in affective valence observed during an acute REHIT session was significantly attenuated following training. We conclude that affective and perceptual responses to REHIT are no more negative compared to those associated with MICT or HIIT, refuting claims that supramaximal sprint interval training protocols are associated with inherent negative responses.
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**Abbreviations**

BMI, Body Mass Index. CO₂, carbon dioxide. HRmax, maximal heart rate. HIIT, high intensity interval training. IPAQ, International Physical Activity Questionnaire. MICT, moderate intensity continuous exercise. O₂, oxygen. PACES, Physical Activity Enjoyment Scale. REHIT, reduced-exertion high intensity interval training. RPE, ratings of perceived exertion. SIT, sprint interval training. T2D, type 2 diabetes. VO₂max, maximal aerobic capacity. VO₂, oxygen uptake. Wmax, peak power output.
Introduction

Regular exercise can be considered a prerequisite for good long-term health, whilst physical inactivity is strongly associated with an increased risk of chronic cardiometabolic disease and premature death (Booth, Roberts, & Laye, 2012; Booth, Roberts, Thyfault, Ruegsegger, & Toedebusch, 2017). However, despite more than two decades of promoting specific physical activity guidelines which have been based (predominantly) on performing 30 min of moderate intensity continuous exercise (MICT) on most days of the week (Blair, LaMonte, & Nichaman, 2004; Garber et al., 2011), a large proportion of the general population still do not participate in adequate levels of clinically meaningful exercise on a regular basis (Allender et al., 2008; Colley et al., 2011; Hallal et al., 2012).

There are numerous and complex interacting barriers which contribute to the poor uptake of and adherence to exercise in the general population, but one common reported barrier is a perceived lack of time (Korkiakangas, Alahuhta, & Laitinen, 2009; Reichert, Barros, Domingues, & Hallal, 2007). To address this barrier, much research has focussed on (sub)maximal high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and supramaximal sprint interval training (SIT), as potential alternatives to MICT for modifying cardiometabolic disease risk factors (Vollaard & Metcalfe, 2017). There is now clear evidence that both HIIT and SIT can produce similar adaptations compared to MICT with a substantially lower exercise volume (Burgomaster, Heigenhauser, & Gibala, 2006; Burgomaster, Hughes, Heigenhauser, Bradwell, & Gibala, 2005; Ciocal et al., 2010; Gibala et al., 2006; MacInnis et al., 2017; Tjønna et al., 2008). However, the true time-efficiency of the most commonly studied HIIT (~25 min per session; (Gillen, Percival, Ludzki, Tarnopolsky, & Gibala, 2013; Little et al., 2011)) and SIT protocols (~30 min per session; (Burgomaster et al., 2006; Burgomaster et al., 2005; Gibala et
al., 2006)) can be questioned. Furthermore, there is currently vigorous debate about whether either would be appropriate exercise strategies for recommendation to the general population. Both are assumed to be experienced as ‘unpleasant’ due to high perceived exertion and negative affective responses (Biddle & Batterham, 2015; Hardcastle, Ray, Beale, & Hagger, 2014); i.e. HIIT and SIT may be effective, but they are predicted not to be acceptable. Specifically, critics of HIIT/SIT cite studies which demonstrate that affective valence decreases to a greater extent when inactive people participate in vigorous compared with moderate intensity exercise (Ekkekakis, Hall, & Petruzzello, 2005, 2008; Ekkekakis, Lind, & Vazou, 2010; Ekkekakis, Parfitt, & Petruzzello, 2011). Thus, it is argued that inactive individuals would find the required high exercise intensities with HIIT/SIT less enjoyable and less preferable compared with MICT (Biddle & Batterham, 2015; Hardcastle et al., 2014). As exercise-induced negative affect has been associated with future avoidance of exercise and physical activity (Brand & Ekkekakis, 2018; Rhodes & Kates, 2015; Williams et al, 2008), in theory this would lead to poor long-term adherence to HIIT and SIT interventions. However, firstly, it is important to highlight that the cited studies on changes in affect with exercise compared continuous vigorous and moderate intensity exercise (Ekkekakis et al., 2008; Ekkekakis et al., 2010; Ekkekakis et al., 2011) and do not necessarily translate to vigorous intensity exercise when performed in short intervals interspersed with adequate recovery periods (Jung, Bourne, & Little, 2014). Secondly, the influence of exercise duration needs to be taken into account. A clear finding from studies on the acute responses to both MICT and HIIT/SIT protocols is that perceived exertion increases as a function of time (MICT; (Kearon, Summers, Jones, Campbell, & Killian, 1991)), and of the number and duration of the high-intensity efforts (Frazão et al., 2016; Kilpatrick et al., 2015; Martinez, Kilpatrick, Salomon, Jung, & Little, 2015; Townsend et al., 2017). Similarly, affect decreases progressively with repeated high intensity efforts in HIIT/SIT protocols (Dekker & Ekkekakis, 2017; Frazão et al., 2016; Kilpatrick et al., 2015; Martinez et
al., 2015; Niven, Thow, Holroyd, Turner, & Phillips, 2018; Stork, Gibala, & Martin Ginis, 2018; Townsend et al., 2017), while it may also decrease over time with MICT, depending on the intensity (Dekker & Ekkekakis, 2017; Ekkekakis et al., 2010). Thus, it follows that as long as HIIT/SIT protocols can limit the number and duration of high intensity efforts, affective valence may decrease to a similar or lower extent compared to MICT, and could therefore be perceived more favourably by inactive individuals. Indeed, several, although not all (Dekker & Ekkekakis, 2017), studies have reported that participants find HIIT/SIT similarly (Green et al., 2017; Jung et al., 2014; Vella, Taylor, & Drummer, 2017) or more (Malik, Williams, Bond, Weston, & Barker, 2017; Thum, Parsons, Whittle, & Astorino, 2017) enjoyable when compared with MICT.

In a series of studies we have demonstrated that reducing the number of sprint repetitions (from 6-7 to 2) and the sprint duration (from 30 to 20 seconds) in Gibala’s ‘classic’ SIT protocol (Burgomaster et al., 2006; Burgomaster et al., 2005; Gibala et al., 2006) does not attenuate the improvements in important markers of cardiometabolic health, including maximal aerobic capacity (Metcalfe, Tardif, Thompson, & Vollaard, 2016; Nalçakan et al., 2018; Vollaard, Metcalfe, & Williams, 2017), insulin sensitivity and glycaemic control (Metcalfe, Babraj, Fawkner, & Vollaard, 2012; Metcalfe et al., 2018), and blood pressure (Ruffino et al., 2017). The resulting SIT protocol (termed ‘reduced-exertion high-intensity interval training’ (REHIT)), is genuinely time-efficient, involving 2 x 20-s sprints in a 10-min exercise session. Our findings are important because they accomplish the overarching aim of HIIT/SIT protocols to provide a time-efficient exercise protocol, while at the same time reducing the likelihood of negative affect resulting in reduced exercise enjoyment. Indeed, a modified REHIT protocol was recently shown to be as enjoyable and preferable as MICT among inactive individuals (Stork et al., 2018). Furthermore, we have recently demonstrated that REHIT is not associated with an increase in negative affect in the immediate post-exercise period, and in contrast
increases (with small effect sizes) positive affect and overall mood state (Nalçakan et al., 2018).

Nonetheless, prior to efforts to implement REHIT as a ‘real-life’ practical exercise intervention for inactive healthy and patient populations, there is a need for a better understanding of the acute and chronic perceptual, affective and enjoyment responses to REHIT.

Thus, in the present series of independent studies we first aimed to explore the acute perceptual, affective and enjoyment responses to REHIT in young sedentary but otherwise healthy participants, and compared these to current MICT recommendations (Garber et al., 2011) and to one of the most commonly studied low volume HIIT protocols (Little et al., 2011). We subsequently explored the acute responses to REHIT in a cohort of sedentary middle-aged men with type 2 diabetes, and compared these to MICT and low volume HIIT. Finally, we explored whether the acute perceptual and affective responses to REHIT are modified by training.
Methods

Study 1: Acute Responses in Healthy Sedentary Participants

Participants:

Eight healthy young sedentary or recreationally active men and women were recruited to participate in study 1 (7 men and 1 woman: mean and SD: age 21±1 y, BMI 24.9±2.1 m/kg², VO₂max 39±10 ml/kg/min). Participants with prior diagnosis of chronic cardiometabolic disease, absolute contraindications to exercise determined using the PAR-Q (Thomas, Reading, & Shephard, 1992), classified as highly physically activity on the IPAQ (Craig et al., 2003), currently taking mood-altering medications (e.g. anti-depressants), or with clinically significant hypertension (>140/90 mm Hg), were excluded from participation. All participants gave their written informed consent to participate in the study, which was approved by the Stirling University Ethics Committee (NICR (17/18) Paper No. 17).

Study Design and Experimental Procedures:

Participants attended the laboratory on 4 occasions prior to the main experiment. During the first visit, participants’ maximal aerobic capacity (VO₂max), peak power output (Wmax) and maximal heart rate (HRmax) were determined during an incremental cycling test (1 W increase every 3 s) to exhaustion on an electronically braked cycle ergometer (Excalibur Sport, Lode, Groningen, the Netherlands), with breath-by-breath measurement of oxygen uptake using an online gas analyser (Oxycon Pro, Jaeger, Wurzburg, Germany). After this, participants completed three separate sessions, separated by at least 2 days, where they were familiarised with the three exercise conditions. In these sessions, participants performed progressively longer durations of moderate-intensity continuous exercise at 40% of Wmax (5, then 10, and then 15 minutes in session 1, 2 and 3, respectively), progressively more high intensity efforts.
in the high-intensity interval training protocol (1, then 3, and then 5 efforts in session 1, 2 and 3, respectively), and progressively longer durations of the 'all-out' sprints used in the REHIT protocol (10, then 15, and then 20 seconds in session 1, 2 and 3, respectively).

At least 1 week after completion of the familiarization sessions, participants commenced a randomized crossover study comparing three exercise conditions: MICT (30 minutes of cycling at 40% of Wmax (91±20 watts), HIIT (10 x 1-min cycle efforts at 100% of Wmax (229±49 watts) within a 22-min exercise session (Gillen et al., 2013; Little et al., 2011)), and REHIT (2 x 20-s ‘all-out’ cycle sprints (against a resistance of 7.5% body mass) within a 10-min exercise session (Metcalfé, Fawker, & Vollaard, 2016; Metcalfe et al., 2012; Metcalfe et al., 2015; Metcalfe et al., 2016; Nalçakan et al., 2018)). Affective valence (eleven-point feeling scale (Hardy & Rejeski, 1989) and ratings of perceived exertion (RPE; 15-point Borg scale (Borg, 1982)) were assessed before exercise, every 2 min during exercise, and then 10 and 30 min post-exercise. The sprints during REHIT were performed between 1:40-2:00 and 5:40-6:00 to ensure that the most intense exercise was captured within the RPE and affect measurements (measurements were taken immediately on completion of the sprints). Furthermore, exercise enjoyment (Physical Activity Enjoyment Scale (PACES); (Kendzierski & DeCarlo, 1991)) was assessed 30 min post-exercise. The PACES scale was modified by removing the item ‘current absorption in the activity’ and adding 2 questions on current and expected future enjoyment of the exercise, as previously proposed by Jung et al (Jung et al., 2014). Heart rate was measured during exercise by telemetry (Polar RS400, Kempele, Finland). Preference of exercise protocol was determined using the procedure proposed by Townsend et al (2017). Specifically, participants were told that they would complete a fourth experimental condition where, upon arrival for the exercise session, they would be asked to choose which of the 3 exercise protocols they would prefer to perform. Following their selection, participants were informed that they did not actually need to perform the exercise, but their choice was taken as an indicator of
preference. Seven participants completed all exercise sessions in full, but one participant experienced nausea during HIIT and hence the exercise session was terminated early. As such, RPE and affective responses over time are presented for n=7.

**Study 2: Acute Responses in Sedentary Middle-Aged Participants with Type 2 Diabetes**

*Participants:*

These data were secondary outcomes from a study investigating the effects of MICT, HIIT and REHIT on glycaemic control (ClinicalTrials.gov registration: NCT03082859). The experimental protocol was approved by the Office for Research Ethics in Northern Ireland (RECA ref: 16/NI/0115). Eleven men, diagnosed with type 2 diabetes by a clinician at least 3 months previously, completed the full experimental procedures (mean and SD: age 52±6 y, BMI 29.7±3.1 m/kg², \( \dot{V}O_2 \text{max} \) 29±5 ml/kg/min, fasting glucose 8.1±1.2 mmol/L, HbA1c 7.0±0.8%). Exclusion criteria included exogenous insulin therapy, currently taking more than 2 glucose-lowering medications, BMI ≥40 kg/m², classification as highly active on the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) (Craig et al., 2003), and any contraindications to exercise, including any history of cardiovascular or cerebrovascular disease, impaired renal or liver function, and hypertension not well controlled by standard medication. All participants were informed about the study, both verbally and in writing, before providing their written consent to participate. Eligible participants completed a 12-lead exercise stress test on a cycle ergometer (Lode Corival; Lode, Groningen, Netherlands) and received clearance for vigorous intensity exercise from a clinical cardiac physiologist.

*Study Design and Experimental Procedures*

Following health screening, participants completed a maximal incremental cycling test to volitional exhaustion to determine maximal aerobic capacity (\( \dot{V}O_2 \text{max} \)), peak power output
Wmax) and maximal heart rate (HRmax). Following a 5 min warm up at 50 W, the intensity was increased by 15 W/min until cadence could not be maintained at ≥50 rpm (Lode Corival, Groningen, The Netherlands). VO2max was determined as the highest 10-breath rolling average of VO2 measured using an online gas analysis system (Cosmed Quark; CPET, Rome, Italy). Participants also completed two familiarisation sessions, on separate days, each lasting approximately 20 min, to introduce participants to the technique and effort required to perform the all-out cycling sprints used during REHIT. Participants completed the REHIT exercise session in full on both occasions, with 10-s sprints in the first and 20-s sprints in the second session.

Participants then completed three exercise trials in a randomised order: 1) HIIT (10 x 1-min at 85% Wmax, 23 min total time commitment); 2) REHIT (2 x 20-s sprints against a resistance of 5% body mass, 10 min total time commitment); and 3) MICT (30 min at 50% Wmax). Participants also completed a fourth no-exercise control trial as part of the experiment, but no data relevant to this manuscript were collected. Each trial was separated by at least 5 days and participants avoided strenuous or tiring physical activity for at least 2 days before the trial. Participants performed the exercise session at the same time in the morning (between 08:00 and 09:30 am) and 30 min following a standardised breakfast (497±139 kcal, CHO: 62±5 %, fat: 21±5%, protein: 17±6%).

Affective valence (eleven-point feeling scale (Hardy & Rejeski, 1989) and RPE (15-point Borg scale (Borg, 1982)) were assessed prior to exercise, every 3 min during MICT and every 1 min during both REHIT and HIIT, and then 10 min, 20 min and 30 min following cessation of exercise. The sprints during REHIT were performed at 2:40-3:00 and 6:40-7:00 so that the most intense exercise was captured (measurements were taken immediately on completion of the sprints). Furthermore, exercise enjoyment (unmodified PACES; (Kendzierski & DeCarlo,
was assessed immediately post-exercise with participants resting comfortably in a chair. Heart rate was measured by telemetry (Polar RS400, Kempele, Finland) throughout each exercise session.

**Study 3: Training-Induced Changes in the Responses in Healthy Sedentary Participants**

**Participants**

These data were collected as part of an ongoing study at Swansea University and Stirling University of the effects of training frequency on adaptations in maximal aerobic capacity with REHIT. Nineteen healthy young sedentary or recreationally active men (n=10) and women (n=9) took part in this study (mean and SD: age 25±6 y, BMI 24±4 m/kg², ßO₂max 34±8 ml/kg/min). Participants with any prior diagnosis of chronic cardiometabolic disease, any other absolute contraindications to exercise determined using the PAR-Q (Thomas et al., 1992), classified as highly physically activity on the IPAQ (Craig et al., 2003), or with clinically significant hypertension (>140/90 mmHg), were excluded from participation. All participants gave their written informed consent to participate in the study which was approved by the local University ethics committees (Stirling Approval Reference: NICR (17/18) Paper No. 16; Swansea Approval Reference: 2016-111).

**Study Design and Experimental Procedures**

All participants performed an incremental cycling test (1 W every 3 s) to volitional exhaustion on an electronically braked cycle ergometer (Lode Excalibur Sport, Groningen, The Netherlands). Expired O₂ and CO₂ were determined continuously throughout the test using an online gas analyser, and ßO₂max was determined as the highest value for a 15-breath rolling average of VO₂. ßO₂max was accepted if RER>1.10 and heart rate was within 10 beats of the age-predicted maximum (i.e. 220-age).
At least 2 days following the \( \dot{V}O_2 \)max test participants started a 6-week REHIT intervention consisting of 2, 3 or 4 training sessions per week. Training sessions consisted of 10 minutes of unloaded pedalling, with two ‘all-out’ cycle sprints against a resistance of 7.5% of the participant’s body mass. The duration of the sprints was increased from 10 s in week 1, to 15 s in week 2, and then to 20 s in the final 4 weeks of training. Affective valence (eleven-point feeling scale (Hardy & Rejeski, 1989)) and RPE (15-point Borg scale (Borg, 1982)) were assessed every min during exercise in the first 20-s training session (the first session of week 3) and then during the final training session (the final session of week 6). Sprints were completed between 1:40-2:00 min and 5:40-6:00 min to ensure that RPE and affect were captured immediately following the most intense exercise.

**Statistical Analysis**

All statistical analysis was performed in IBM SPSS (version 22). Data are presented as mean±SD unless otherwise stated. Significance was accepted at \( p<0.05 \). Where relevant, Cohens \( d \) was calculated as a measure of effect size (mean difference/pooled variance) with the following thresholds: >0.2 small, >0.6 moderate and >1.2 large (Hopkins, Marshall, Batterham, & Hanin, 2009).

**Study 1 and 2**

Enjoyment and summary variables for RPE (peak) and affective valence (lowest, end and change (Stork, Banfield, Gibala, & Martin Ginis, 2017)) were analysed by a one-factor (condition) repeated measures ANOVA regardless of minor deviations from a normal distribution and with the Greenhouse Geisser correction applied in cases of violated sphericity (Maxwell & Delaney, 2004). In the case of significant main effects, then post-hoc comparisons were performed using Fishers LSD (i.e. uncorrected paired t-tests) since there is no inflation
of type 1 error rates following a significant main effect when only three comparisons are being made (Howell, 1997).

*Study 3*

The effect of training on the affective and perceptual response to acute exercise was examined with a two-way (exercise time × training) repeated measures ANOVA regardless of minor deviations from a normal distribution and with the Greenhouse Geisser correction applied in cases of violated sphericity (Maxwell & Delaney, 2004). If appropriate, pre-planned contrasts (pre vs post at each exercise time point) were compared using Fishers LSD (i.e. uncorrected paired t-tests) post-hoc tests. Comparisons of RPE (peak) and affective valence (lowest and change) summary variables were made using paired sample t-tests.
Results

Acute Responses in Young Sedentary Participants

We first explored the RPE (Figure 1A) and affective valence (Figure 1B and 1C) responses to MICT, HIIT and REHIT in healthy sedentary participants. Both mean and peak heart rate were lowest during MICT (mean 65±4% HRmax, peak 72±5% HRmax), higher during REHIT (mean 71±6% HRmax, peak 90±5% HRmax; \( p=0.042 \) and \( p<0.001 \), respectively vs MICT) and highest during HIIT (mean 83±6% HRmax, peak 96±5% HRmax; \( p<0.001 \) and \( p=0.034 \), respectively vs MICT; \( p=0.007 \) and \( p<0.001 \) respectively vs REHIT). There was a significant main effect of exercise condition for peak RPE (\( p=0.002 \)). Post-hoc analysis revealed similar peak RPE between HIIT and REHIT (16.3±2.4 and 17.0±1.9, respectively, \( p=0.622 \)) and in both cases this was higher when compared with MICT (11.0±2.1, \( p<0.001 \) vs HIIT and \( p=0.003 \) vs REHIT, respectively; Figure 1A). There was no significant main effect of exercise condition on the change in affect (MICT: -2.1±1.6 vs HIIT: -3.9±1.9 vs REHIT: -2.7±3.0, \( p=0.375 \)) and only a trend toward a significant main effect for the lowest reported affect (MICT: 0.7±1.4 vs HIIT: -1.3±2.8 vs REHIT: 0.6±2.4, \( p=0.080 \)) observed during exercise (Figure 1B and 1C). However, there were moderate effect sizes favouring MICT when compared with HIIT (lowest: \( d=0.85 \), change: \( d=0.78 \)) and small to moderate effect sizes favouring REHIT when compared with HIIT (lowest: \( d=0.79 \), change: \( d=0.52 \)). Differences between REHIT and MICT were negligible or small (lowest: \( d=0.06 \), change: \( d=0.26 \)). There was also no main effect for end affect (MICT: 0.9±1.3 vs HIIT: 1.7±2.1 vs REHIT: 2.0±2.2, \( p=0.301 \)). The effect size for the difference in end affect was moderate favouring REHIT compared with MICT (\( d=0.61 \)), small favouring HIIT compared with MICT (\( d=0.46 \)), and negligible for REHIT compared with HIIT (\( d=0.15 \)). There were no differences in levels of exercise enjoyment reported between the exercise conditions (MICT: 70±16 vs HIIT: 80±19 vs REHIT: 87±22, \( p=0.177 \) for main effect).
The effect size for differences in enjoyment was moderate favouring REHIT compared with MICT \((d=0.86)\), small favouring REHIT compared with HIIT \((d=0.34)\), and small favouring HIIT compared with MICT \((d=0.52)\). On attendance for the (fictitious) fourth exercise session, 7 out of 8 participants selected to perform REHIT, and the remaining participant selected to perform HIIT. None selected to perform MICT.

**Acute Responses in Middle-Aged Participants with Type 2 Diabetes**

Apart from use in prevention of noncommunicable diseases, exercise can also be employed in the treatment of patients with a range of conditions, including type 2 diabetes. Such patient populations may exhibit different acute responses to exercise, and therefore we next explored the RPE (Figure 2A) and affective (Figure 2B and 2C) response in 11 participants with type 2 diabetes. During the exercise work intervals, mean power output was lowest during MICT \((97\pm17 \text{ W})\), higher during HIIT \((165\pm28 \text{ W}, p<0.001 \text{ vs MICT})\), and higher still following REHIT \((417\pm49 \text{ W}, p<0.001 \text{ vs HIIT and MICT, respectively})\). Peak exercise heart rate tended to be lower during MICT \((87\pm7\% \text{ HRmax})\) and REHIT \((90\pm3\% \text{ HRmax})\) compared with HIIT \((94\pm5\% \text{ HRmax}, p=0.058 \text{ and } p=0.004 \text{ vs REHIT and MICT, respectively})\), whilst mean HR was lowest during REHIT \((73\pm6 \% \text{HRmax})\), higher during MICT \((77\pm6 \% \text{HRmax}, p=0.021 \text{ vs REHIT})\), and highest during HIIT \((80\pm6 \% \text{HRmax}, p=0.002 \text{ and } p=0.021 \text{ vs REHIT and MICT, respectively})\). There was a significant main effect of exercise condition for peak RPE \((p<0.001)\). Post-hoc analysis revealed a higher peak RPE during REHIT \((17.7\pm1.9)\) compared with both MICT \((14.7\pm3, p=0.001)\) and HIIT \((15.5\pm2.0, p=0.002; \text{ Figure 2A})\), respectively. There were no main effects for the lowest reported affect (MICT: \(0.1\pm2.4 \text{ vs HIIT: } -0.3\pm2.7 \text{ vs REHIT: } -1.0\pm3.0, p=0.103\)), for the change in affect observed during exercise (MICT: \(-4.0\pm2.0 \text{ vs HIIT: } -4.3\pm2.7 \text{ vs REHIT: } -4.9\pm2.5, p=0.292\)), or for affect at the end of exercise (MICT: \(0.6\pm2.8 \text{ vs HIIT: } 1.6\pm2.4 \text{ vs REHIT: } 2.3\pm2.8, p=0.076; \text{ Figure 2B and 2C})\). Except for a
A moderate effect size favouring REHIT compared with MICT for end exercise affect ($d=0.61$), the effect sizes for differences between conditions were small or negligible (range: 0.12-0.41). There was a trend toward a main effect of condition on exercise enjoyment (REHIT 83±16 vs HIIT 86±15 vs MICT 90±14, $p=0.059$) which largely appeared to be driven by lower enjoyment scores for REHIT compared with MICT ($p=0.013$, $d=0.52$).

**Effect of Training on the Acute RPE and Affective Response to REHIT**

Although the acute perceptual responses to exercise are believed to be informative about the likelihood of individuals taking up and adhering to an exercise routine, there are indications that these responses can change over time during a training intervention (Saanijoki et al., 2018). Thus, we next explored the effect of 6 weeks of training on the acute responses to REHIT. There were main effects of exercise time for RPE ($p<0.001$) and the affective response ($p<0.001$) demonstrating the increase in RPE and decrease in affect during an acute bout of REHIT (Figure 3A and 3B). There were no main effects of training on the RPE ($p=0.678$) and affective response ($p=0.263$) and there was also no significant training x time interaction present for RPE ($p=0.073$; Figure 3A). However, there was a significant training x time interaction present for affect ($p=0.006$) suggesting that training attenuated the decrease in affect during acute exercise (Figure 3B). Post-hoc analysis revealed that training resulted in more positive affect immediately (0.5±2.8 vs -1.0±2.4, $p=0.012$, $d=0.57$) and one-minute following (1.5±2.4 vs 0.6±2.5, $p=0.049$, $d=0.34$) the second sprint (Figure 3B). The lowest reported affect during exercise was more positive following training (0.1±2.9 vs -1.1±2.2, $p=0.034$, $d=0.46$) and there was also a less exaggerated change in affect during exercise (-2.8±2.2 vs -4.1±2.1, $p=0.005$, $d=0.58$).
Discussion

The aim of the present study was to explore the acute and chronic perceptual, affective and enjoyment responses to REHIT in different populations and in comparison to MICT and a commonly-studied HIIT protocol. The main findings of the current paper are threefold. Firstly, in agreement with a recent report (Stork et al., 2018), our data show that although affect does (briefly) decrease during REHIT, it recovers rapidly. Importantly, the decline in affect is of a similar magnitude compared with MICT and HIIT in both healthy sedentary participants and participants with type 2 diabetes. Secondly, young sedentary participants report similar levels of enjoyment for REHIT, MICT and HIIT (with a moderate effect size favouring REHIT vs MICT), and the majority of our participants (7 out of 8) recorded a preference for REHIT. Conversely, middle-aged participants with type 2 diabetes tended to report lower levels of enjoyment with REHIT compared with MICT. Finally, we show that the decrease in affective valence observed during an acute REHIT session is attenuated following the initial weeks of a training intervention. Taken together, these findings are important because, contrary to current opinion (Hardcastle et al., 2014), they demonstrate that SIT protocols incorporating supramaximal intensity efforts are not necessarily perceived negatively when the number and duration of sprints is kept low.

Despite the extreme divergence in exercise intensities, there were no significant differences in the lowest reported affect or the change in affect between REHIT, HIIT and MICT. Notably, in the healthy sedentary cohort there was a moderate effect size favouring REHIT and MICT compared with HIIT for both affect summary variables, suggesting that HIIT resulted in more negative affective valence. These findings oppose the argument of detractors of HIIT/SIT that performing repeated high intensity efforts/sprints will be a universally unpleasant experience due to negative affective responses, whilst performing MICT will be a universally more
pleasant experience (Biddle & Batterham, 2015; Dekker & Ekkekakis, 2017; Hardcastle et al., 2014). We demonstrate that if the number and duration of sprint repetitions is kept low, SIT protocols are no less pleasant than MICT. We propose that a key consideration (which is rarely acknowledged) is the interaction between the absolute decrease in affective valence and the overall ‘exposure’ to low levels of affective valence dependent on exercise duration. Indeed, the duration of the exercise efforts with REHIT is (intentionally) substantially reduced compared with MICT and hence the overall exposure to lower levels of affective valence with REHIT is brief. Whilst the absolute decrease in affect is clearly an important consideration (Hargreaves & Stych, 2013; Williams et al., 2008), the overall exposure to high RPE and lower affective valence will also arguably be important in informing a person’s overall perceptions of an exercise experience (Brand & Ekkekakis, 2018). It is reasonable to suggest that a few seconds at a high RPE or a low affective valence (e.g. with REHIT) would not be considered more unpleasant than 30 minutes at a slightly lower RPE or slightly higher affective valence (e.g. with MICT). Regardless, the present study shows similar absolute decreases in affective valence, but clearly far less exposure to lower levels of affective valence, with REHIT compared with both MICT and HIIT. When combined with the overall time-efficiency of REHIT, this presumably (at least partly) explains the similar (possibly higher based on effect size) levels of enjoyment, and greater preferences for REHIT, compared with MICT and HIIT in our healthy sedentary cohort.

Our study extends the findings by Stork et al (2018) who recently studied the perceptual responses to a modified REHIT protocol in a similar cohort of participants. In this study, and other work by this group (Gillen et al., 2016; Gillen et al., 2014), our original REHIT protocol was modified to include a third 20-s sprint, presumably based on the persistent but incorrect (Vollaard et al., 2017) assumption that a larger SIT exercise volume will be associated with more pronounced adaptations. They reported that affective valence decreased progressively
(by ~1 point on the feeling scale) with each ‘all-out’ 20-s sprint and, in contrast to our findings, that REHIT was associated with more negative affective valence compared with MICT (Stork et al., 2018). The more negative affective response with REHIT reported in their study can be explained by: 1) the incorporation of the third sprint (which is unnecessary for achieving improvements in cardiometabolic risk factors (Metcalfé et al., 2012; Metcalfe et al., 2016; Nalçakan et al., 2018; Vollaard et al., 2017)), and 2) the lack of sufficient familiarisation with REHIT prior to the main experiment. In our REHIT training studies (Metcalfé et al., 2012; Metcalfe et al., 2016; Nalçakan et al., 2018), we have observed that progressively increasing sprint duration from 10 s to 20 s over the first few sessions completely prevents the feelings of nausea which were reported in early studies of ‘classic’ SIT. Therefore, in the present study we included three familiarisation sessions with participants performed increasing duration of all-out sprints during each.

The decrease in affect observed during an acute REHIT session was significantly attenuated following a period of exercise training. This is in agreement with a recent report from Saanijoki et al (Saanijoki et al., 2018) who reported that the acute affective response to ‘classic’ SIT (4 x 30-second sprints) was improved following just six SIT sessions in sedentary and insulin resistant individuals. From a practical perspective, this provides further support for the ‘lead in’ period that we include in the REHIT protocol (i.e. gradually building up the sprint duration from 10 to 20 seconds over the initial training weeks), as this may improve affective responses during the initial training sessions prior to starting the more demanding 20-s sprints.

We observed no differences in affective valence summary variables between exercise conditions in our sample of sedentary overweight men with type 2 diabetes, but in contrast to our young healthy sedentary cohort, participants with type 2 diabetes tended to report lower levels of enjoyment with REHIT compared with MICT. The perceptual responses to exercise
are known to be modified by fitness and physical activity status (Frazão et al., 2016) and it is possible that this modifying effect is particularly relevant during exercise requiring higher intensities. Cardiorespiratory fitness was considerably poorer in our type 2 diabetic cohort (29±5 vs 39±10 ml/kg/min) compared with our young sedentary cohort and this difference in fitness may explain the divergent findings for exercise enjoyment. However, this finding is somewhat at odds with our previous finding that, following a cross-over intervention study where patients with type 2 diabetes completed both 8 weeks of REHIT and 8 weeks of MICT, twelve out of sixteen participants indicated a preference for REHIT as their intervention of choice (Ruffino et al., 2017). This may potentially be explained by our present finding that the affective responses to REHIT significantly improve during a training intervention. Indeed, enjoyment has been shown to increase progressively during 6 weeks of HIIT but remain constant during 6 weeks of MICT (Heisz, Tejada, Paolucci, & Muir, 2016). Alternatively, it is possible that shorter exposure duration (40 s for REHIT vs 30 min for MICT) may result in a preference for REHIT despite it being perceived as less enjoyable. Finally, it is also possible that other psychological constructs, not measured in studies 2 and 3, may also have influenced exercise enjoyment. Self-efficacy, or one’s beliefs that they can engage in a behaviour, is known to influence enjoyment of higher-intensity exercise activity (Hu, Motl, McAuley, & Konopack, 2007). Exercise self-efficacy is often low in older patient populations (Bay, Sandberg, Thilén, Wadell, & Johansson, 2018), possibly influencing the reduced ratings of enjoyment for participants in study 2. Repeated, successful, attempts at a task (i.e. mastery experiences) increase self-efficacy (McAuley & Blissmer, 2000), however, potentially explaining the increased enjoyment ratings for HIIT in longer-term training interventions (59).

There are a number of strengths and limitations of the current study which should be discussed. Firstly, previous studies comparing perceptual responses to HIIT and MICT have often matched exercise duration or volume (Dekker & Ekkekakis, 2017), but the need for this is
unclear for two reasons. Firstly, it undermines the fundamental aim of HIIT to provide a time-efficient alternative to MICT, and, secondly, it is not justified based on the potential adaptive mechanisms (Vollaard & Metcalfe, 2017). Our previous work on SIT has clearly demonstrated that duration and volume do not relate to magnitude of adaptation for supramaximal exercise (Vollaard et al., 2017). To our mind, a more valid approach, and the one we took in the present studies, is to compare different exercise protocols which are known to be efficacious, no matter how divergent in duration or training volume. This is a strength of the current study. In terms of limitations, firstly we recognise that the relatively small sample size may increase the likelihood of a type 1 error. However, this concern can be somewhat assuaged by the fact that there were no numerical differences in the means and negligible effect sizes for affective valence summary variables between REHIT and the other exercise conditions (i.e. one of our primary comparisons of interest). Secondly, the data from study 2 were secondary outcomes from a trial on glycaemic control and we were only able to include familiarisation sessions for REHIT in this study. The lack of familiarisation for the HIIT and MICT sessions in study 2 may have impacted upon the comparisons of affective responses and results should be interpreted in that context. Finally, during REHIT, we measured RPE and affect on immediate completion of each sprint (rather than within task) because we felt it would be challenging for participants to focus on the scales during an all-out sprint effort. It is possible that a feeling of accomplishment immediately following the sprint could lead to an altered perceptual response, and this possibility should be investigated in future studies on the affective responses to SIT.

To summarise, we show that REHIT is associated with a markedly different pattern of affective response over time compared with both MICT and HIIT. However, we found no evidence that REHIT results in a more negative affective response and is perceived to be similarly enjoyable in young healthy but sedentary participants. In contrast, middle-aged participants with type 2 diabetes tended to report lower levels of enjoyment with REHIT compared with MICT. Finally,
we also show that the acute affective response to REHIT improves during training. We conclude that SIT protocols incorporating supramaximal intensity efforts are not necessarily perceived negatively when the number and duration of sprints is kept low. Our findings lend further support to our contention that research on the health benefits of SIT and HIIT should focus on protocols with fewer and shorter high-intensity efforts (Vollaard & Metcalfe, 2017).
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Figure 1 RPE and affective responses to REHIT, HIIT and MICT in healthy young participants (A and B) and comparisons of affective summary variables between exercise conditions (C). Data is shown as mean and SD for n=7.
Figure 2 RPE and affective responses to REHIT, HIIT and MICT in men with type 2 diabetes (A and B) and comparisons of affective summary variables between exercise conditions (C). Data is shown as mean and SD for n=11.
Figure 3 The effect of training on the acute RPE (A) and affective (B) responses to REHIT. Data presented and SD for n=19. * denotes $p<0.05$ pre vs post. Filled boxes denote the timing of the all-out sprints.